Do You Make Any of These Ten Embarrassing Mistakes With Women Online?

Here Are The Top Ten Dumbest Things You Can Do If You Want To Meet Women Online

by Dave M., Author of Insider Internet Dating
Howdy.

When I first started trying to meet women online I made a SO MANY mistakes...

Looking back, some things I did to try to get women were so out in left field that it’s actually embarrassing even thinking about it.

But hey... hindsight, as they say, is 20/20.

And since you’re probably going to spend time, money, and effort in meeting women online, I figured now would be a good time to tell you what NOT to do.

Let’s get right to it!

Internet dating SEEMS like a great idea… doesn’t it?

Sit down at your computer, log into one of the many dating websites, and start emailing all kinds of attractive, single women... without the fear of “rejection”

…Women email you back, get to know “the real you”, meanwhile… you build a relationship in a very “low-key”, friendly, way then eventually meet in person and go out on a date.

Wouldn’t it be GREAT if that was how it actually worked?

Well, if you’ve actually TRIED internet dating, then you KNOW that’s nothing more than a FANTASY.

In fact, if you’ve tried it, then you already know that it’s EVEN MORE challenging than meeting women out in the “real world”.

My question for you is…

Why?

Well, for starters, its because almost EVERY GUY out there is thinking this same “fantasy” about internet dating. And the online dating websites aren’t exactly “REALLY meet women online.

So, most guys try it out …then they fall flat on their faces.

Listen, if you’ve ever seen this whole "meet women online" thing as a huge uphill battle, I can totally relate to you.
Especially when I look back on my early days of trying this whole meeting women online thing.

You might be wondering how I could describe this situation so perfectly. The answer, of course, is that I LIVED this situation over and over and over...

I had NO FRIGGIN’ IDEA how to meet these women online.

I’m talking CLUELESS.

I wanted to put my head through a wall some nights.

And I’ll tell you another thing... it SUCKED. The one thing I wanted most was staring me right in the face on my screen. I could almost reach out and grab it... or could I?

Well, if you’ve been in this situation (and I know you have), then you know how it feels to be looking at beautiful women on your computer screen... but not have any idea how to MEET and get to know them.

If you apply just a fraction of the information I’m about to share with you in this special report, you’re going to have more phone numbers and meet more women online than you know what to do with.

Women Don’t Make Sense!

Haven’t you figured out that women online don’t seem to make any sense when it comes to dating?

What’s up with that?

I’m sure you’ve been in a situation where you see a girl online you really like, you did everything “right”, but for some strange reason she just never responded to you, and if she did, things never went anywhere...

I can remember when I used to write all these things in my profile I THOUGHT women would want to hear ...and you can guess what happened.

They would not respond to my emails, or if they did, they’d just be nice and thank me for emailing them, but they never felt any attraction for me.

That “spark” was just never there.
The more I tried to get a woman to like me, the less she would.

Why wouldn’t a woman chose to like a guy like me when I was such a nice guy?

Was it my looks? Or the fact I didn’t make a lot of money? Was it because I didn’t drive a nice car?

So what’s going on here?

Why is it when you’re overly nice to a woman in the beginning, it just makes them become less and less interested?

Why is it that guys who are a bit of a "jerk", who tease women, who give them crap about things, bust on them and act suspicious of them score like rockstars?

That is the question I spent YEARS trying to figure out.

Anyway, check this out:

Mistake #1
Not Being A Challenge In Your Emails And Trying To “Convince” Her To Like You

About 99% of the guys reading this are guilty, it’s important so listen up.

Have you ever wondered why most of the women on these online dating sites DON’T respond to your emails?

Do you have any idea how many emails an attractive woman gets on an online personals site?

You’d be shocked if I told you.

How about 30-50 a day. I’m not kidding -- and sometimes I’ve seen it as high as 100 (I've interviewed over 1,000 women).

Let’s just say women get to pick and choose. (keep this in mind)

I’m sure you've sat down at your computer and after seeing an attractive
woman’s profile, started typing out an email... 15 minutes later you’ve got this LONG email that’s got your whole life story in it and it sounds like you’re DESPERATELY trying to ‘sell’ the woman on why she should like you and respond back.

OR... you’re trying too HARD to be funny. (most guys are guilty of this)

Point is, most guys try too hard to impress a woman.

A woman knows when a guy is trying too hard to impress her. You slip and you just blew any shot you had with this woman.

Let me make this point very clear: You're only going to get ONE chance with her.

Spending hours writing emails and pouring out your soul to a woman is NOT going to get her interested.

It's actually doing the opposite!

Stop sending e-mails to women that say: "We have so much in common and I'd like to get to know you."

Egads!


Energy!

Have you been reading my newsletters?

Boring is bad.

So why am I telling you this?

When a guy sends a woman emails like these, he makes the mistake of letting the woman know he's nervous and unsure.

Don’t do it.

Do something DIFFERENT.

Challenge her.

If she thinks she's cool, poke fun of her of how much of a dork she is. If she's smart, argue with her a little. If she's doing something, tell her that you could do it better.
When you PUSH a little (in a playful way), and show some BACKBONE, she'll push back. That's your sign that it's GAME ON.

Teasing is fantastic. Do more of it.

Women don't want to know everything about you right away.

**Human nature 101:** We want what we can't have, and we value what we have to work for.

If you use "psychological triggers" in your emails, you'll get women INTRIGUED. **The more intrigued a woman is, the more likely she is to RESPOND.**

Until you start creating INTRIGUE in your emails and profile, you're never going to get the results you want with women online.

Oh and spending HOURS writing email after email isn't going to help either.

You need a way to get more results, in less time...

---

**Mistake #2**

**Having A Boring Profile (Like 99% Of The Other Guys Online)**

Has anyone ever told you exactly WHAT makes a profile stand out?

More than likely you started writing, read it over and then made a few fixes, but did you REALLY know what you were doing? When you read profiles on these dating sites you start to notice a pattern, that almost all of them are exactly alike!

Imagine this... you're reading 20 profiles and they ALL say the same thing!

BORING.

So what you need to start doing is make your profile DIFFERENT, make your profile stand out.

How?
Well, for starters you should go through other guys profiles (I know its not something you or I would want to do) but its VERY useful.

Why?

Because you're getting a ‘birds-eye view’ of the same thing a woman sees when she's looking for men. You'll see how nearly ALL of them sound alike. Your job is to make your profile different than the others out there.

What about you is unique?
What are you passionate about?

Talk about things you're interested in, places you've been to. Your profile is not something thats going to “sell” a woman on really wanting to meet you. Your profile is almost like a brochure.

Think of it as something like a point of reference.

She'll go back and look at your pictures, read the profile to see if you're a COOL, NORMAL guy.

Thats it!

Mistake #3
Waiting Too Long To Reply

Most guys, (if they're lucky enough to have a woman respond) mess up by playin' "The waiting game".

A HORRIBLE idea.

You know what I'm talking about... They try act super cool and suave, and they wait several days to respond to the woman.

Think about this. You just got a response from a woman who is ACTIVELY looking on a dating site to meet a you and you're gonna wait 5-8 days to respond!

What do you think is happening in between those days?

She's STILL getting 30-50 emails a day. Every day -- like clockwork, from other guys, just like you, who want to meet her.
What does she do?

She starts replying to the other 100+ emails she’s gotten while LOOSING interest in you.

Don’t believe me? Try this on any attractive woman on any of the dating sites and you’ll see exactly what I’m talking about.

You can avoid this...

**Mistake #4**

**Over-Selling, T.M.I.**

**And Being Too Predictable**

What do most guys do when they first meet a woman they really like?

OVER-SELL.

They brag.

Then Bore.

They start telling her EVERYTHING about themselves... a.k.a. T.M.I (too much information).

I’m talking about running their mouths faster than a 600+ horse-power muscle car running a 1/4 mile. They try to impress her with what they have, what they do and tell their WHOLE life story in the hopes she’ll be Impressed and interested.

B-O-R-I-N-G

"The more you sell, the more you repell."

The goal is to get her interest and BUILD attraction and being a challenge in each interaction you have with her... be it emails, phone or in person.

Here’s my formula for seduction: (almost no one knows about this)

**Mystery = Intrigue = Interest**
The more mysterious you are the more the woman is intrigued, the more intrigued she is the more curious she is about you and that means she's becoming MORE interested!

You start this from the very first interaction you have with her.

But when you remove the mystery, it's your good intentions that are actually causing your failure.

Think like this: Is what I'm saying INCREASING or DECREASING her interest?

And ANY guy can learn how to do this...

**Mistake #5**

**Meeting Her The Same Ol' Boring Way Every OTHER Guy Does**

One of the most common mistakes guys make is taking women out on the same ol' boring dates as every other guy.

You're automatically labeled as... “Just ANOTHER guy.”

The girl gets bored after a couple of weeks and then just disappears, you on the other hand are sitting there scratching your head, wondering what the heck went wrong.

What do most guys do when they go out with a woman?

They do dinner and a movie... Zzz...BORING...

Or coffee which is even worse (more on this later).

Sure, some women are interested in having dates like that. The gold diggers are the ones that will EXPECT fancy dinners, then just leave you with the ‘cold shoulder.’

You can have those women.

When you do the same things every other guy does, you show the woman that you're JUST like every other guy.
In other-words you get lumped into the same category as every other guy she blew off because her mind is ‘pre-programed’ to deal with every guy.

Game over.

Here’s what happens next: She starts to lose interest because she’s been through this very SAME routine about 1,000 times in her life:

“Dinner, movie, then he wants a kiss or wants me to go home with him”

Want to know the word for that?

**PREDICTABLE.**

…And **predictable = BORING**

Go rent the movie "EURO TRIP" its a funny movie, and in the beginning of the movie the guys girlfriend DUMPS HIM at his high school graduation because...

He’s TOO predictable.

She knows EXACTLY what’s going to happen next and when you’re predictable you loose that sense of adventure and mystery. She gets bored and moves on to someone that’s more UN-predictable.

Women love to have that sense of 'WHATS NEXT?'

This is the exact reason why women are drawn to the 'bad-boy' persona... because the ‘bad boy’ is the OPPOSITE of predictable (remember the formula I shared with you earlier).

Are you doing that now?

You need to do things differently to get different results.

When you do things differently than most guys have done, she becomes intrigued, curious and attracted. (this is exactly why women are attracted to the ‘bad boy’).

If you were out with someone and weren’t quite sure where you were off to next, would that make you a bit more intrigued? Excited?

You betcha.

There’s a better way that will also save you a ton of cash...
Mistake #6
Not Recognizing The ‘Signals’
If She's Interested Or Not

This it VERY important.

Unless you’ve been living under a rock, you’ve probably noticed women are very different from men when it comes to ATTRACTION. There’s a reason why the book is called: “Men are from mars and women are from Venus”.

This is a fact.

Here’s what I mean:

How many times have you told a woman your were interested in her?

How many times has a woman done the same to you?

See, women use indirect body language to SHOW guys know they're interested whereas guys will just come out and say it. Men are very direct , while women are INDIRECT.

Have you ever noticed when you’re out with a woman and she starts playing with her hair?

That’s a sign that she’s interested.

I’m sure you know that one, its fairly common, but you might not know that there’s at least 3 more, MAJOR “little-known” signals women send to let you know they are interested in you... if you miss these signals you’re probably hurting your chances on each and every date.

A woman won’t just come out and say it, she’ll show you INDIRECTLY through her actions. What happens is that most guys FAIL to pick up these signals.

So she looses interest because you don’t "Get it".

Once you learn how to read these SIGNALS you can be one of those guys thats a ‘chick magnet.’
Mistake #7
Giving Her Your IM (Instant Messenger) Screen Name

Oh boy... this one is big.

If you make this mistake you REALLY need to read this section a few times, after you slap yo'self upside your head.

Ever had a woman respond back not wanting to talk on the phone but instead wanting to chat on instant messenger?

Gosh, it’s probably happened to me a couple of HUNDRED times. At first I didn’t know what was going on or WHY they were doing this. I came to figure out that women will often throw this one out at you as a test.

Yeah, it’s just a TEST.

They want to see what you’re going to come back with... are you going to be a wuss? Or are you going to come back and challenge her?

If you’ve ever given your Instant messenger screen name to a woman you can kiss ANY amount of mystery GOODBYE!

Why?

Because she knows exactly WHEN you’re home and when you’re not and you become PREDICTABLE.

She can use IM to screen you, so she doesn’t have to meet you.

It’s EXTREMELY important you know all the things you SHOULDN’T do when it comes to meeting women online. When you stop doing the wrong things, you’ll start doing the RIGHT things often without even thinking about it.

My job is to help you to not mess up...
Mistake #8
Not Knowing What To Say When You're On The Phone

Most guys, (if they're LUCKY enough to even get a woman's phone number), will fumble around and get into this perpetual cycle of “ping pong” and end up on the phone for HOURS.

This took me months of crashing and burning on my first meets to figure out:

“Don’t have your first date on the phone.”

You are DESTROYING any interest she has because you are communicating that you're TOO available and too needy.

Most guys don't understand what the phone is for and how to use it. It’s just a bridge to meeting in person.

You don’t have to talk for hours to get her interested to really want to see you.

It's actually the OPPOSITE.

The LESS you talk, the more effective you are. When you do talk to her, you create intrigue (which as I mentioned earlier is one of the KEYS to making her more interested in you.)

I keep my calls short -- no more than 10 minutes MAX. This way she knows I'm busy and she values my time.

If you know what to say to a woman on the phone, you can increase the odds of having HER chase YOU right from the beginning.

Mistake #9
Not Knowing What To Do In Every Type Of Situation With Women Online
This is really going to blow you away...

**Most guys have no clue WHAT to do to get a reply to their emails, to get her phone number, to setup a date and then to get her in your bed.**

As you’re probably well aware, it’s VERY different than meeting a women when you're out.

Why?

The internet is completely different than bars, clubs or other old fashioned ways guys use to meet women.

The reason why is simple: **FRAME OF MIND.**

A woman online is in a totally different frame of mind than a woman who's in the supermarket, in a nightclub or some other type of social activity.

The whole dynamic is different... its not like you just met her in read life first

That's the bad news.

**Now for the good news.**

It’s really simple. If you know how to actually create attraction via the Internet, this will be a cakewalk because most guys have no clue.

Bad for them. Good for us.

This is easy, and women will be eager to meet and date you IF you can show them you are they type of guy they're looking for.

(Do you know how to do this? It's critical to getting women online interested.)

**But if you're not able to target in the women you want like a laser guided missile, and create ATTRACTION ...you're toast..**

And this is why most guys get no success meeting women online... **they can't bridge the gap** between meeting women in a bar/club and meeting women online. (The strategies, techniques and set of steps used to meet a woman online is different.)

What most guys do is they start off sending an email to a woman, if she does respond he sends another, then another and another.... Most guys don't know the next step in the sequence to keep things moving forward.
So the woman gets frustrated because the guy isn't taking control, she thinks the guy is a wuss and moves on.

Or if they're lucky...

They get into this whole “instant messenger routine”. But, as we know spending hours chatting on IM is probably not a great thing, because you failed the test she threw out at you.

I have a friend that was chatting online with a girl from another state for at least 3 months totally obsessing over her, talking on the phone with her, and it was like a 'virtual' relationship...

Thing is, they NEVER met.

I mean c'mon dude.

She's in ANOTHER state, you're chatting with her for hours on end and you still haven't met.

What is the point?

THAT'S exactly what I mean... Most guys don’t know what to do. They don't have the slightest clue.

**Mistake #10**

*Not Getting HELP*

This is the biggest mistake out of them all.

This is the mistake that stops most guys from ever getting the RESULTS they want with women online.

Trust me I know.

Let me tell you a little about me and how I figured this stuff out....

I was there a few years ago. It was bad. I couldn't get a date for the life of me, I was too shy to approach women on the street... heck, when I was in high school, I couldn't even get a date to my high school prom!

Not only was I just shy, but the thought of me approaching some random girl
when I was out was petrifying, I was nervous, I’d think of all the reasons why I shouldn't do it...

Then one day I decided to do something about it and I haven't looked back since.

What did I do?

I went on a 4 year journey to find out exactly how to attract women online. I've taken out all the guesswork because I know exactly what works and what doesn't when it comes to attracting women online.

After YEARS of trial and error and many frustrated nights I finally was able to figure it out.

I had a BIG AH-HA moment.

These days I'm able to get 50-70 phone numbers a month WITHOUT ever having to leave my house. I've dated Playboy Playmates, NBA dancers, strippers and I've dated a lot of normal women as well, and I met them ALL using online dating sites.

It's been amazing and I no longer have that frustrated feeling of not being in control... Now I'm in complete control of every situation.

I know now I can meet women almost on auto-pilot... in any city, in any country any time I want. (perfect, if you’re lazy like me)

It’s easy.

So There You Have It...

These are some of the biggest mistakes most guys make meeting women online.

Now it’s time for you to go and implement these techniques, stop making these mistakes, and get some RESULTS. Take my word for it...

Start now.

This won't always be easy, but it will be fun. And in the end, you can either 1) stay dateless, 2) meet women slowly, or 3) meet women quickly.

Hopefully #1 is not even an option (Duh!), and between #2 and #3, I'd take the latter. How about you?

Looks to me like this is a great time for those of us who really keep our heads in
the game.

And You Want Some More Good News?

Those tips I just showed you are but a mere drop in the bucket when it comes to amazing ways you can prosper from knowing how to meet women online.

If you really want to be ahead of the pack, you MUST get your hands on Insider Internet Dating.

When I released the beta-version of this system, it flew off the shelves and completely sold out in the first 24 hours.

Since then, I've had over 48,582 guys sign up to get their hands on Insider Internet Dating.

This program is the result of four years of intense work, tedious testing, late-night research, more testing, and more work to study and test the various little known strategies that are revealed for the first time ever in this huge, sought after course.

You'll discover REAL-LIFE case studies showing specific tactics that I've personally used to meet over 398 women online, time and time again.

And it's truly a step-by-step course that holds your hand through each and every one of my highly effective methods.

I teach you using 42 audio and video tutorials inside the private IID members site to take your dating to levels you never dreamed possible.

And I'm going to teach you how I “stack” these methods on top of each other and combine them, so you can meet the women online you really want.

But that's not nearly all, and frankly, this letter wasn't intended to be a "sales pitch" for the course.

That won't be necessary because there's such a huge demand for it already.

Why?

Because these are the same tactics and strategies I use on a daily basis to continue to meet women online with.
Here's an example.

These are screenshots from just one of my Plentyoffish.com and my Match.com inboxes:

This was just from about 15 minutes of "work" the other day (well, if you call sending a few "cut and paste" emails work. :-)

Copyright 2013 - InsiderInternetDating.com All Rights Reserved
This is my Inbox on Match.com. I took this screenshot a few minutes ago. (36 NEW emails from girls who want to talk to me, just because of what I emailed them.)

Not bad, right?

You can do it too!

I'm still absolutely floored at how well this works.

Can you imagine sitting in front of your computer ...and ...seeing woman after woman emailing you their phone number, wanting to get together with you?

Take that feeling and compound it. Then you'll know how I felt when I was getting as many as 70 phone numbers a month.

And just for fun, I totaled up all the women I met, and if you add it all up, it's just over...
398 Women In
Just Under 4 Years

*Man, that gives me chills when I write it down.*

**Actually, it's a lot more.** That's just a rough total from the 4 years I'm going to tell you about.

And yeah - that's a pretty impressive number. (I almost hesitate to use it because I don't want it to sound hypey ...but it's a real number.)

But before we go further, we need to set the record straight.

We're only at the beginning and you've already seen some really big numbers. And if I were you, I'd be wondering...

**Is This A Bunch Of Hype?**

And you're absolutely right to ask that question.

Look, if I wasn't the guy who met all these women online, and saw it all happen with my own two eyes, there's no way I'd believe it was true.

In other words, I *know how you feel.*

So let me put your mind at ease by pulling back the curtain right now and show you *exactly* what happened. You'll hear about the amazing successes, the near fatal mistakes, and everything in between.

For the first time ever,

**Here's The "Back Story" Of How An Average Guy Like Me Met 398 Women Online In Just Under 4 Years...**